LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE PRESENT RESEARCH:

ADS: ADMINISTRATION DIMENSION SCORES
APDS: ADMISSION PROCEDURE DIMENSION SCORES
APFAES: ACTUAL PERFORMANCE OF FUNCTIONS OF ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION SCORES
ATDS: ADMINISTRATION (FOR TEACHERS) DIMENSION SCORES
CCDS: COURSE CONTENT DIMENSION SCORES
def: DEGREES OF FREEDOM
DS: DISCREPANCY SCORES
D-TIES: DIMENSIONS OF TOTAL INSTITUTIONAL ENVIRONMENT SCORES
EDS: EVALUATION DIMENSION SCORES
EPFAES: EXPECTED PERFORMANCE OF FUNCTIONS OF ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION SCORES
IDS: INFRASTRUCTURE DIMENSION SCORES
KU: KURTOSIS
L. S.: LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE
MSS: MEAN SQUARE (VARIANCE)
N. S.: NOT SIGNIFICANT
SCDS: STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS DIMENSION SCORES
SD: STANDARD DEVIATION
SDDS: STUDENT DEVELOPMENT DIMENSION SCORES
SE: STANDARD ERROR
SED: STANDARD ERROR OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS
SK: SKEWNESS
TCDS: TEACHER CHARACTERISTICS DIMENSION SCORES
TIES: TOTAL INSTITUTIONAL ENVIRONMENT SCORES
TSS: TOTAL SAMPLE OF STUDENTS
TST: TOTAL SAMPLE OF TEACHERS
WCRS: WEIGHTED COLLEGE RESULT SCORES

GENERAL ABBREVIATIONS:

AICTE: ALL INDIA COUNCIL OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION
COA: COUNCIL OF ARCHITECTURE
DTE: DIRECTORATE OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION
IASA: INDIAN ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOLS OF ARCHITECTURE
IIA: INDIAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS
NASA: NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STUDENTS OF ARCHITECTURE
RIBA: ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS
WSE: WORLD SOCIETY OF EKISTICS